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Rain, Myth, and Northernness

Manchester

Rain has the ability to create vivid memories. It is there, in the background of a lot of my 

memories, its sounds and smells filtering through to consciousness even now. I remember, as a 

young child, standing at the back door of my house and shouting out to the rain, “Rain, rain, go 

away!” 

I can remember sitting on the couch and watching the rain streaming down the window 

panes. 

I remember the bright sunlight in the music room dulling to grey shadows, our silhouettes 

suddenly dissolving, as a storm of rain broke out over St. Petersburg. My mum had made me 

pack a hat and gloves when I went to Russia, but they weren’t necessary. It was 30C everyday, 

and we played under the glare of the sun shinning through the high windows in the music room. 

When the rain started to fall we all stopped playing and pleaded to be allowed outside, to run 

around in the cooling rain. We weren’t allowed to though, and watched as this brief glimpse of 

relief petered out and the heat returned. 

I remember another summer when it was a brief glimpse of sun that was hoped for. 

I remember waking up nearly every day to the sound of rain and falling asleep to it again 

at night. 
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I remember wondering about the many stories being played out against this watery 

backdrop, but the most interesting story is the rain itself, with its never ending narrative of 

evaporation, condensation, and precipitation. This is the story that held the child transfixed at the 

window and that still calls people to windows and open doorways when they are adults. It is the 

story that Noah watched, for ‘forty days and forty nights’, from the ark as ‘the windows of 

heaven were opened’. Rain has been an important part of story telling ever since, to the point 

where it is something of a cliché. We are all familiar with that scene in films when the lovers are 

finally united and they kiss in the pouring rain. In Sense and Sensibility it is from the rain that 

Colonel Brandon saves Marianne, and it is rain that signals a turn of events or the onset of illness 

in many stories. It is this potency that has made rain an integral part not only of stories, but of 

myths too. 

The myth of the north is spattered with rain. This myth is the idea that the north of England is 

industrial, working class, dark, grim, gloomy, black, cobbled, bleak, and rainy. It is the idea that 

the north is a land of grumpy, cloth capped men, fish and chips, and pies. Of course, the myth 

does have some basis in reality. At one time the north was the centre of industry, and 

consequently home to a lot of working class people – although there were certainly plenty of 

wealthy people in the north too. This industry polluted the region’s rivers and covered its skies 

and buildings with soot. Despite the fact that most major northern towns are now mill and soot-

free, this idea of the north still persists. Perhaps the myth of the north has more grounding in 

truth when it comes to rural landscapes. I am familiar with these landscapes – the Peak District, 

the Yorkshire moors, the Lake District – from childhood holidays and weekend outings, and they 

are places I have passed through many times on the train. However, the more I search in my 
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memory, the more I come up against a contradiction – a part of me believes that the north is a 

land of harsh, bleak, grim mountains and moors, and yet, I have never really experienced the 

north in that way. It just goes to show the power of the myth. It might be seen as a harmless jest, 

as something to be used for comedic effect, but the myth goes deeper than that. It feeds self-

perception and it is, at least in part, accepted by those who live in the north. I have always felt 

proud of being northern – I was deeply affronted by someone’s comment to me once that 

Manchester isn’t in the north – and I would defend the north against negative charges, but that 

sense of pride is shot through with myth. I have accepted the myth of the north. Indeed, I have 

learnt to cherish it. In Tennyson’s poem ‘O Swallow, Swallow’ he writes that the south is ‘bright 

and fierce and fickle’, whilst the north is ‘dark and true and tender’. I want to believe that I 

belong to a dark and true and tender landscape. 

I have unknowlingly bought into this idealised, or invented, version of the north because it is so 

far removed from the landscape I do belong to. There is a shadow of the industrial past in 

Manchester, and there are areas that are working class, but I have never felt that it is truly 

northern. Still, Manchester belongs to the myth and it is rain that holds the key. Manchester is the 

Rainy City. I was listening to the radio recently and they were having a discussion about some 

political issue, and listeners could call in to contribute to the debate. The host announced the next 

caller, Laura from rainy Manchester. I looked outside the window at the clear blue sky and sunny 

day. ‘Rainy’ and ‘Manchester’ have become a collocation, like humble abode, and you can no 

longer hear the one without thinking of the other. Still, Manchester is not actually the rainiest city 

in Britain. That honour goes to Swansea, with Manchester coming in ninth on the list. The 

nickname Rainy City is actually a legacy of the city’s industrial past. Damp conditions and 
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chronic bad weather were required for cotton spinning, and, although this wasn’t primarily 

carried out in Manchester, the city picked up a reputation for rain because of its associations with 

the cotton industry. It is the Industrial Revolution that created Manchester’s reputation for rain 

and not just mere facts of geography. Although geography does have a role to play, just not in the 

way it is commonly though to. Rainfall doesn’t divide the north from the south, it is actually an 

east-west divide, with higher rainfall being concentrated in the west of England. Even if 

Manchester isn’t really the Rainy City, rain is still tied up with its identity, and like the myth of 

the northern landscape it is something I find myself unwilling to relinquish. I remember many 

occassions on which my return to Manchester was heralded with rain. I’m sure there were many 

occassions when it didn’t rain, but the rainy welcomes stick out in my memory. I don’t want to 

relinquish the idea that the city speaks with rain. The rain is an integral part of its identity and 

without it Manchester is just like any other city. 

There is another sense in which the rain is important, and in which it ties the city to the myth of 

the north. As I began to watch the rain more and more, and to go out into the rain, there was one 

word in particular that kept coming to mind – wild. The rain is wild and it brings a sense of 

wildness to the day. When it hits the roof tiles with such energy that it wakes me in the night, it is 

a wild rain falling. When I stand it the garden and look up at the sky through the trees, and I can 

almost imagine I’m not in the city anymore, but out on the moors or in the mountains, then the 

rain seems to speak of other places. Even when I'm walking through the town centre, or staring 

out of the plate glass window at work on to the streets, that sense of wildness is still there. When 

the rain falls on grey pavements, spews from gutters, and slugs into drains: then it is wild. If 

anything, the rain seems more at home amongst the bustle of people and the roar of traffic than it 
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does in open countryside. It is insists upon our attention in the same way that the city does. If 

cities, like the machines that build them, push out the rubble of the wild places, then perhaps, in 

rain, that wildness has not quite abandoned us. In rain, the dark and true and tender land of the 

mythic north is present. 

I noticed the details of the rain as I watched it and went for rain walks. I observed the way it 

changes the city and the way it effects people, and I scribbled down notes. Though I didn’t quite 

go to the lengths that Tim Robinson went to when he was writing Stones of Aran: Pilgrimage. 

According to Robert MacFarlane, in his introduction to the book, when the weather was bad 

Robinson would “hold his notebook and pencil inside a clear plastic bag, tied shut at his wrists, 

and proceed in this manner.” It took me a while to persuade myself to go out for walks when it 

was lashing it down. I have been raised to think that going out in the rain will make me ill, and I 

never quite relinquished the protection of waterproof clothing. In fact, far from giving me a 

deadly cold, the rain seemed to have quite the opposite effect. Going for walks in the rain, 

particularly heavy rain, would lift my mood. I think it was that sense of wildness, that feeling of 

energy. 

Extract from my rain walk diary:
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After days of heat I wake to rain. Or rather, the rain wakes me as it grows heavier and rattles on 

the roof. Having hoarded for days, the clouds let go, with widespread arms, their gifts of water 

droplets. I look out of the window at the trees being blown by the wind, like waves through the 

sea. It is as though the element of water has taken over everything. The branches let go of leaves, 

which whirl around in the air and litter the lawn, as though autumn has come early. Indeed, there 

is a sense of hibernation about the day, with its blanket of grey cloud dulling the light. Gusts of 

wind catch the droplets of rain, spinning them round until they fall, dizzy, to the earth. As the 

wind subsides again the branches sway like palsied limbs. The rain runs off the corrugated 

garage roof and drips in evenly spaced splashes onto the concrete. I imagine each splash holds a 

different note and that the clouds are playing unheard rain music. Raindrops cling to the washing 

line, as though hoping to find some way of cheating death. The description 'beads on a necklace' 

comes to mind, but the rain drops are nothing like beads. They are less defined, less sure of their 

existence. The rain gets heavier yet and bounces off the window ledge with such speed that it 

seems to float in the air. I put on my waterproof coat and trousers and Wellington boots and go 

out into the garden. The rain drops crash land on to roofs and hard surfaces, fracturing into 

smaller droplets that bounce back up, creating a layer of mist. I close my eyes to hear the rain 

better. It sounds like a plastic wrapper being scrunched, or a fire crackling violently. Every now 

and then the sound is punctured by a raindrop falling through the leaves and hitting my 

waterproof hood. I start jumping and splashing in the puddles that have formed on the path. I half 

hope the neighbours don't see me, half don't care because it's so much fun. After splashing 

around for a while I decided to venture further afield and take a short walk round the block. As I 

head down the street a man in a red jacket walks past, his arms outstretched and his head back. I 

was feeling self-conscious about walking around in my waterproofs and wellies; I don't feel so 
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self-conscious any more. The tyres of cars passing by make a sucking sound on the wet tarmac. 

Everything has taken on the temporary colouring of rain, including the flowers in people's 

gardens, which look more vivid. I stop to smell them, their scents are stronger too, as though the 

knocking of rain drops on petals has coaxed out their vanity. The rain plunges down onto the 

tarmac all around me, as though crazy for its own undoing. Rain drops are not in fact tear-

shaped, they are more like red blood cells or pancakes, but as I walk through the city it seems as 

though the true shape of the rain is the circle. All around me, on every surface, there are circles 

constantly appearing, expanding and disappearing again, only to be replaced by another raindrop 

rippling out. As I reach my front door again the rain starts to ease off and as I boil the kettle it 

finally fizzles out. Click, the kettle is boiled. The rain has stopped. I wish there were a word for 

that feeling when the rain has passed, a feeling of loss and nostalgia. 

My rain walks had started as a way of trying to grapple with the myth of the north: to see if there 

is any truth in it, to understand why I had accepted it, and to see what role rain plays in that 

myth. However, I began to feel that I would need to look further afield. I had been re-reading 

Wuthering Heights – a story in which weather, and rain in particular, features heavily – and I 

decided that Haworth, Yorkshire, home to the Brontës and the moors, would be a good place to 

head next.

Haworth
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To me, the Yorkshire moors seem more in keeping with the myth of the north than the modern 

day cityscape of Manchester. This is partly because my first experience of the Yorkshire moors 

was a rainy one. It was a school trip to Haworth; we had been studying Wuthering Heights. I 

have few memories of the trip, but I do remember walking along a road, towards the Parsonage, 

with my head bowed against the rain that was being blown at us by a strong wind. I remember a 

wet, cobbled street, deserted except for a few tourists and our little group, and I remember seeing 

the couch on which Emily Brontë is reputed to have died, after getting her feet wet at her 

brother’s funeral. This rain seeped memory is tied up with and interwoven with the story of 

Wuthering Heights. It is tied up with the ‘atmospheric tumult’ and ‘bracing ventilation’ of the 

isolated house, with the bracing moorland winds that gives life to Cathy when she is younger, 

and to her spirit when she is dead, and with the rain that provides Cathy and Heathcliff with a 

sense of freedom and which unites them. Later on, when I read Jane Eyre, Charlotte’s book only 

seemed to confirm this idea of the moors in my mind, despite the fact that a lot of the book isn’t 

even set on the moors. The passages that stood out to me were the ones about rain and snow and 

ice. The book begins with rain: ‘There was no possibility of taking a walk that day....since 

dinner...the cold winter wind had brought with it clouds so sombre, and a rain so penetrating, that 

further outdoor exercise was now out of the question.’ It continues on through a half-frozen, ice 

crushed world of howling wind that is so bitterly cold it almost flays the skin from Jane’s face. 

The book ends with more rain, although this time it is of a more rejuvenating character as the 

world appears green and refreshed after Jane and Rochester’s reunion. In both Wuthering 

Heights and Jane Eyre it is a storm that foreshadows a downturn in events for the central 

characters. Yet Haworth is not just a single, rain swept, cobble street, topped by the Parsonage – 

nor is that the Haworth the Brontës knew – and the Brontës’ books are not all rain and storms. In 
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Wuthering Heights, Edgar Linton describes to Cathy the moors in spring: ‘The snow is quite 

gone down there...and I see only two white spots on the whole range of moors: the sky is blue, 

the larks are singing, and the becks and brooks are all brim-full.’ The book ends with Lockwood 

in the graveyard contemplating the fine weather: ‘I lingered round them, under that benign sky; 

watched the moths fluttering among the heath and harebells, listened to the soft wind breathing 

through the grass, and wondered how any one could ever imagine unquiet slumbers for the 

sleepers in that quiet earth.’ In Jane Eyre there is a heat wave at one point: ‘A splendid 

Midsummer shone over England: skies so pure, suns so radiant as were then seen in long 

succession, seldom favour, even singly, our wave-girt land. It was as if a band of Italian days had 

come from the South, like a flock of glorious passenger birds’. The reason I had overlooked 

these aspects of the Brontës novels, and had accepted the idea of an isolated Haworth, is that I 

had been prey to another myth – the myth of the Brontës. This myth is really, as Patty Stoneman 

points out, ‘a matrix of interlocking stories’, but a vital aspect of that story is Haworth and the 

surrounding moors. According to the Brontë myth, Haworth is a small, grey, isolated village, 

perched on a hill and surrounded for miles about by moorland. It is far removed from society and 

inhabited – with the exception of the Brontës – by uncivilised people. The moors themselves are 

solitary, sombre, bleak, grim, storm-savaged, expansive, bare, treeless, remote, other-worldly, 

wild, gloomy, dreary, lonely, and featureless. What’s more, the Brontë sisters revel in this setting. 

The isolation of the Parsonage is offset by the society they find in one another, and by the 

freedom of the moors. This myth was created by the Brontës, and particularly by Charlotte, 

during their lifetime, and was proliferated and cemented by Elizabeth Gaskell’s biography, The 

Life of Charlotte Brontë, after their deaths. The myth persists to this day, partly because it is a 

highly valuable asset for Haworth. As Martin Wainwright points out in True North, ‘the aptly-
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named Brontë industry has invested a lot in pretending that the landscape stretching for wide, 

empty miles round Haworth is brooding, dour and probably rainswept, the very essence of 

northern cliché.’ Before visiting Haworth I had inadvertently accepted this idea and my rain-

drenched, out-of-season visit had only confirmed it for me. I decided to pay Haworth another 

visit, this time with the myth at the forefront of my mind.

I head up the M60 under uncertain skies. The sun occasionally breaks through the terraces of 

clouds, but mostly it remains hidden and the occasional handful of rain drops hits my 

windscreen. I’ve driven along this road so many times before that the familiar landmarks – 

Barton High Level Bridge, which makes you feel as though you are about to drive off into the 

air, and Stott Hall Farm, which is stranded in the middle of the motorway by a geological fault – 

don’t impress themselves upon me. I pass through the brown and golden hills of the Pennines. It 

is a broken landscape, in the sense that it is an oddly suited jumble of hills and fields, towns and 

roadways. The towns and villages are nestled in the hills, as though they have grown out of the 

ground. A large, metal, white rose marks the crossing of the county line. I’m entering the 

territory of Yorkshire people. In The Life of Charlotte Bronte Elizabeth Gaskell spends a whole 

chapter describing the character of the Yorkshire people, and she doesn’t come to a very 

favourable conclusion. She states that ‘there is little display of any of the amenities of life among 

this wild, rough population. Their accost is curt; their accent and tone of speech blunt and harsh.’ 

Gaskell portrayed the Yorkshire character in this way as a means of deflecting criticisms of 

immorality and coarseness away from the Brontës. It is the people they grew up amongst that are 

immoral and coarse, not they. If Gaskell’s book was the only impression I’d ever received of 

Yorkshire people then I think I would have been quite apprehensive as I crossed over the county 
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border into Yorkshire. I certainly wouldn’t have wanted to ask for directions in the event of 

getting lost, since ‘a stranger can hardly ask a question without receiving some crusty reply’. 

However, I carry on along the motorway, with a slight detour that nearly takes me in the opposite 

direction to Bradford, and eventually I arrive at YHA Haworth, where I will be staying for the 

next two nights. 

The YHA is a mansion that once belonged to a local mill owner and the shabby grandeur of it sits 

uneasily with the regulation and practicality of the Youth Hostel Association. After finding my 

room and unpacking the car, and a late lunch of cheese sandwiches and tea, I decide to take a 

wander towards Main Street – the cobbled street that I have a vague memory of. Along the way I 

pass an old mill chimney, the rest of the mill is hidden in a tree-filled ‘bottom’, but the chimney 

sticks up out of the greenery. It’s made of a yellow stone, the local stone of Yorkshire, which has 

been blackened by soot. Despite its industrial origins it doesn’t look out of place in the landscape 

that rises up behind it; it looks like a cousin to the hills. It also attests to the once thriving mill 

economy of the town, an economy that fed – or didn’t feed, for that matter – a population of 

nearly 3,000 in the Brontës’ day. ‘Quiet’ and ‘isolated’ are not words that come to mind as I stand 

at the road side and look at the chimney. Rather, the sounds of the mill echo out of the valley: the 

monotonous clacking and clanging of heavy machinery, the shouts of the foreman, and the sighs 

of tired workers. I cross a bridge over the railway tracks and stop to watch the crimson steam 

train as it pulls into the station. A memory comes back to me, as I watch it, of taking the short 15 

minute train ride to Keighley, and then back again to Haworth. I decide to forego a repeat, and 

though I’m trying to “walk in the footsteps” of the Brontës I also decide to forego the hour long 
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walk to Keighley that the sisters often had to endure before the railway arrived. I cross over a 

park, with its neat, bright flower displays, and finally reach Main Street. 

The street is strung with Union Jack bunting, perhaps leftover from the Haworth 1940s weekend 

– an odd weekend of events including addresses by a Winston Churchill look-a-like, brothel 

raiding, and jive dancing. I suppose they have to supplement the income from Brontë tourism 

somehow. The Brontës, however, are clearly Haworth’s main attraction, with a lot of the shops 

incorporating their names or referencing their works. The worst has to be Eyres & Graces, a shop 

selling faux Victorian furniture. The Brontës are everywhere – The Brontë Hotel, Brontë taxis, 

Brontë Street, Shirley Street, Branwell Drive, Brontë Weaving Shed, Ye Old Brontë Tea Rooms, 

Villette Coffee House; I could go on. The Brontës may have been shaped by Haworth, but 

Haworth has long since been moulded by their works into something I’m sure the sisters would 

have been stunned, and probably a little embarrassed, by. Most of the shops are closed now and 

the street is almost empty, so I head up the cobbled road. In her description of the approach to the 

Parsonage, which is situated at the top of Main Street, Gaskell states that ‘the steep ascent of the 

place, in one part, is almost like that of a wall’. It’s certainly a steep street, but Gaskell’s 

description is a bit of an exaggeration. In her attempt to emphasise the isolation of the Brontës 

home Gaskell makes it sound as though the Parsonage – situated seconds away from the main 

shopping street in the town, which was once a bustling area of work and trade – is in fact at the 

top of an impassable mountain. I do a bit of window browsing before heading back to the YHA 

under a grey sky, which makes one last pitiful attempt at raining. 
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I get up early the next day to try and beat the tourist rush at the Parsonage. Again I walk the same 

route, but this time when I reach the top of Main Street, I take a left down a small, cobbled side 

street to the church, and carry on past the graveyard to the Parsonage. Gaskell and Charlotte 

often describe the parsonage as being grey, but the stone is more of a creamy yellow colour, like 

all the other houses in the village. It is two storeys high, with the front door positioned in the 

middle of the ground floor, and two sets of windows either side. I pay the entry fee and follow 

the numbered tour around the rooms. Everything speaks, as Gaskell describes it, ‘of the most 

dainty order, and the most exquisite cleanliness’. The rooms are all small and low-ceilinged, and 

I can hardly see them for all the tourists crammed into the little viewing spaces. It is dark as well 

because the windows all have blinds to protect the interior from sunlight. I try to imagine the 

Brontës in the various rooms. Patrick is at his desk in the study, preparing the sermon for the 

coming Sunday, Emily is in the kitchen kneading dough and reciting French, and Branwell is 

lying in a drunken, drug-induced stupor on the bed. In the dinning room I imagine the scene that 

Gaskell often refers to, of the three sisters pacing the room ‘backwards and forwards, up and 

down...their figures glancing into the fire-light, and out into the shadow, perpetually’. Gaskell’s 

‘perpetually’ suggests that their ghosts still haunt it to this day. It is vivid images like this that 

have helped to create the Brontë myth. 

After wandering around the house I go for a walk round the graveyard. The day is hot, and I’m 

wishing I’d put on shorts and sandals instead of jeans and trainers, but the shaded graveyard is 

cool and peaceful – mainly because it isn’t as packed with tourists. A neighbour, visiting 

Charlotte, once described the Parsonage as ‘a dreary, dreary place, literally paved with rain-

blackened tombstones’, and a notice describes how the conditions in the graveyard were once so 
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overcrowded that pools of grease would form on the church floor from the decomposing bodies – 

more gruesome imagery to feed the fires of the Brontë myth. This quiet graveyard, dappled by a 

bright sun that shines through the leaves of the trees, seems so far removed from the world 

conjured up by Gaskell’s biography. I can well imagine the disappointment some tourists feel 

when they arrive on days like this to find the parsonage isn’t perched on a lonely, wind and rain 

swept hill. Indeed, this is nothing new. Early visitors, who had formed their expectations about 

Haworth from Gaskell’s biography, were quickly disillusioned with the myth. William Scruton 

visited Haworth in 1858 and sums the visit up thus: ‘we found all our expectations most 

gloriously disappointed...We found a large and flourishing village’. I feel a slight sense of that 

disappointment myself, especially since my memories of the place conform somewhat to 

Gaskell’s ideal. Again, as I wander through the graveyard and read the names of long-dead 

people, I find myself puzzling about this, about why it is that I feel so attached to these myths. I 

think it is partly because the reality is so much more complex, whereas it is easier to buy into a 

myth that reduces everything to a few, clear images: the dying Emily, the sisters walking round 

the Dinning Room table, or wandering the windy moors, and the sound of the stonemason’s 

chisel chipping away at the gravestones. These images offer us a photo album that we can look 

through and admire. What’s more, they are ideas we feel attached to, not because it is a life we 

want to live ourselves, but because we are fascinated by the possibility of others having lived 

that life. 

I decide to walk up past the Parsonage, towards the moors to which the sisters would always turn 

for their walks. The lane leads into a path that passes along the back of a housing estate for 

retirees. The estate is called Heathcliff – a name that hardly suggests peace and quiet. Beyond 
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these houses the path crosses a field that rises up to a knoll. I decided to feign ignorance of the 

signs warning me to stick to the path and I head for the knoll. Besides, there are already six other 

people stood at its top. From the summit I can see out over the rooftops of Haworth, which are 

nestled into the valley like teeth in gums, the gaps here and there sprouting trees. To my left is a 

hill covered in blooming heather. I search for some way of describing the colour of the heather, 

but all I can think of is royalty and my purple school uniform, which both seem out of place on 

the moors. All around, beyond Haworth and the knoll I’m stood on, are hills tattooed with stone 

walls. The occasional cloud blocks out the sun and creates a dark splodge of shadow on the 

hillsides that look like a child’s impressionistic painting. I decide I’d rather be stood here in the 

sun, with a slight breeze to cool me, and looking out over this green land, with its habitations, 

agricultural fields, and blooming moors, than stood in the rain and biting wind. I climb back 

down the knoll towards the path and lie down in the grass, amongst the buttercups and bees. 

Despite the occasional passing car and people walking dogs along the path, it is quiet here. I try 

to imagine Charlotte, Emily, and Anne walking along this path, followed by their imaginary 

characters. I try to imagine them in the rain, but rain is hard to conjure right now, as I feel myself 

drifting into sleep under the influence of the sun’s warmth. 

I rouse myself and walk back along the path towards the village. Main Street is now packed with 

tourists: elderly couples, families with children licking ice creams, and young couples in walking 

gear. They are popping in and out of shops, looking at window displays, and wandering 

aimlessly down the middle of the cobbled street, up which motorists inch slowly to avoid 

knocking them down, and they are sat at tables outside the numerous cafés. I decide to join them 

and find a table outside The Stirrups. After my filling – though not particular tasty – cooked 

breakfast this morning at the YHA, I’m not too hungry, so I opt for cake and tea. I can see out 
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over the rooftops of Main Street to the hills beyond, and the sound of a man singing and playing 

guitar drifts up the hill over the murmur of people talking and laughing. After lunch I spend a 

while exploring the shops. There is a sense that this is an area aimed at affluent tourists – the 

deli, the vintage clothes shops, and the expensive cafés. All of it seems so far removed from the 

village the Brontës know, with its average life expectancy of 25 years and 10 months. It is far 

removed from the lives of the wool combers who once worked in the rooms above the shops, 

their airless apartments perpetually overheated and filled with fibres that clogged their lungs. 

Even the five intervening years since I last visited seem to have had an effect on the area, or 

perhaps it really was the weather and season – coming in March, during a day of dark clouds and 

rain, made the area seem less affluent and more run down than it actually is. After an hour or so 

of looking round the shops, and a good half hour spent in the book shop, I’m getting thirsty 

again. This time I stop in at Ye Old Brontë Tea Rooms, an odd little place run by an elderly lady 

and her equally elderly looking daughter. The daughter has a bit of an obsession with David 

Essex and there are pictures all over the walls of her stood, smiling, next to him. The decor is a 

mixture of old chintz and new laminated flooring and plastic table clothes. I sit down and ask for 

a pot of tea, which the old lady brings, along with a cup and saucer. However, the cup has a chip 

in it and the porcelain underneath has become discoloured.

“Excuse me, sorry, could I have another cup? This one is dirty.”

“Oh, it’s not dirty. It’s just got a chip in it.”

“Well, could I have another one, please?”

“It’s not dirty, it’s just chipped but if you must.” She took the cup and hobbled back 

to the kitchen, grumbling inaudibly to herself. I thought of Mrs Gaskell’s account of the 
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Yorkshire people and wondered whether this was the bluntness of which she had spoken. Still, 

the old lady and her daughter are very friendly and they sit at a table opposite me, asking me 

about myself and my trip.

“Have you come far?”

“Just from Manchester, so it’s not too bad.”

“Oh, I think of Manchester as being far away, because there’s no direct train. You 

have to get the train to Leeds, that’s half an hour, and then the train from Leeds to Manchester, 

that’s an hour.”

“It’s about the same to drive.”

“Where are you parked? Not up at the top car park I hope. Have you heard about 

him?” She points to a notice, in the window of the café, warning customers about the clamp-

happy owner of the car park. “He’ll clamp you if your car isn’t parked exactly straight, he’ll 

clamp you if your ticket is upside down. I think he’d probably clamp you if you stood still long 

enough.”

She asks me if I’ve ever visited Haworth at Christmas and tells me about the candle-

lit procession that has been lost to the cuts. I ask whether they were affected by the bad weather 

last Christmas.

“Oh yes, it was a hard winter. We had a lot of snow and ice, the main road was like a 

death trap. It was quite funny actually. Well, it wasn’t funny, but it was. There was a funeral 

procession going up Main Street to the church, and it got about half way up and the hearse 

couldn’t get any further because of the ice. They had to turn back round and go the long way.”
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“And he wasn’t a small lad Brian,” chirps in her daughter.

“No, he was a big lad.”

I quickly finish my tea and escape this bizarre conversation. All the shops are 

shutting now and I decide to head back to the youth hostel for the evening.

The next morning I pack up the car and check out of the youth hostel, before heading for the last 

Brontë attraction on my itinerary – the Brontë waterfall. I park up just beyond the Parsonage, 

making sure to avoid the top car park, and set off along Cemetery Road under a baking sun and 

clear skies. Before long I start getting attacked by hornets. There are so many of them that when 

I try to take a picture of the Lower Laithe Reservoir, the picture is dotted with little black specks. 

Still, I manage to enjoy the view over the waters of the reservoir, which give way to green fields 

and hills, which in turn give way to the brown hills of the moors. As I progress along the road 

and the distant hills become less distant, I realise that the brown is in fact purple and that the hills 

are swathed in heather. Eventually the road reaches a crossroads and the tarmac gives way to a 

rocky path. The path passes an old ruin, signs warn people to stay out, but the sheep don’t seem 

concerned and they have taken up residence there. Gaskell and the Brontës often refer to the 

moors as solitary. It’s an odd expression to describe the moors with. The people walking them 

might be solitary, though I don’t feel alone on this frequented path, but the moors themselves 

look happy in each other’s company. There are other companions too – mainly sheep, which 

graze in the fields on either side of path. In her poem ‘Wuthering Heights’ Sylvia Plath writes: 

‘There is no life higher than the grasstops/Or the hearts of sheep’. I like the idea that the sheep 

harbour secret desires, as they munch away on grass. The path narrows, gets muddier, and is 
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lined with ferns as it descends down into the valley, until eventually it opens into a level area on 

the banks of South Dean Beck. The valley is a tumble of long grass, rocks, ferns, heather, and 

water. I sit down to rest in the Brontë chair, a piece of rock perfectly formed for sitting in, and 

ask a passing walker to take my picture. Apparently, Emily would sit her whilst on her walks, in 

order to think about her work. I take out my notebook and start jotting down some notes before I 

start feeling self-conscious – I wonder if people think I’m pretentious for writing in Emily’s 

chair. I wander down to the Brontë Bridge, which a plaque tells me wasn’t even here in the 

Brontës’ day, and sit down to watch the water flowing beneath it. It occurs to me, as I watch the 

beck, that the Brontë waterfall is part of the rain that feeds the myth that has made this rather 

unimpressive waterfall into a tourist attraction. I had been thinking about rain purely as the 

droplets falling from the sky, and, temporarily, as the puddles forming on the ground. I had been 

obsessively watching the weather forecast when I should have been out there on clear, sunny 

days exploring rivers, lakes, ponds, and the sea; these are all rain. This waterfall and beck are the 

idyllic side of rain. They are the rain we appreciate, not like the stuff that falls from the sky and 

that we wish would go away. I sit for a while, transfixed by the beck. I watch it glide over the 

rippled rocks, which the water has moulded in its image. It falls and froths over them, blowing 

bubbles at the mouths of the dips. I take my shoes and socks off and edge my feet in the water, I 

soon pull them out again – it is painfully cold. If the beck is cold then it is the only thing around 

that is. 

I remain for a while by the water, until the sky starts to cloud over and I realise I haven’t brought 

a coat. I make it back to the car and head home under skies of gathering clouds, but it isn’t until I 

reach the outskirts of Manchester that they finally relinquish their rain. It falls slowly at first and 
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then gathers momentum, until the windscreen wipers are going at full speed. Once more 

Manchester welcomes me back. That night I fall asleep with my window ajar and listen to the 

sluicing and slugging of hard rain, which throws itself against the window panes and drops from 

the gutters onto the window ledge. 

Thirlmere

Having visited the moors I decided my next destination should be the Lake District, and as 

Thirlmere is the second wettest place in the UK I decided that would be the best part to visit. 

There is another significant reason for visiting Thirlmere – it is the site of a reservoir, built by the 

Victorians to supply the city of Manchester with water for its growing population and mills. This 

water runs into the reservoir from gills that run down the surrounding mountainsides, gills that 

are in turn fed by the rain. The reservoir supplies water to Manchester via a 100 mile-long series 

of aquaducts and pipes that are operated by gravity alone. I decided to visit Thirlmere for the day, 

since it is only an hour and a half drive from Manchester, which surprised me because I’ve 

always thought of the Lake District as being a distant place. My friend Sam – an experienced hill 

walker and map reader – volunteered to accompany me.
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We set off early on a Sunday morning. The weather forecast tells us to expect rain, but the 

motorway the sky overhead is clear and blue, except for a few clouds. As we enter the Lake 

District the soft folds of brown fells, like fat, sleeping bodies, rise up on either side of the road. 

They are interspersed with green, heather-swathed hills. Instead of going straight to the reservoir 

we decide to drive on to Keswick. It’s still early and we head to a vegetarian café to grab some 

vital caffeine and breakfast. From the café I can see the fells rising up around the town. Having 

replenished our caffeine levels and woken up a bit, we seek out the tourist information centre to 

get directions to the reservoir and to get a map of the area’s walks. We walk into an office in 

which two people are sat behind desks, they ignore us as we stand looking around. Finally I ask 

the lady for a map. 

“I don’t have any maps, the tourist information centre is downstairs. You’ve obviously 

snuck in through the back door.”

 Sheepishly, we go downstairs to find a more promising array of maps and souvenirs. 

However, there doesn’t seem to be anything about Thirlmere, and the only map I can find that 

features it is an OS one. I decide to buy the OS map and head over to the lady at the counter.

“Hi, do you have any walks around Thirlmere?”

“Oh, someone else asked about that the other day.” – it seems as though it is an unusual 

occurrence to be asked about Thirlmere twice in one week – “I’m afraid we don’t have much. I’ll 

just have a look.” 
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She heads into a back room and appears again with a small booklet of walks. “This is the 

only one we have, but it’s quite a nice walk and not too long, only 5 miles.”

“Okay, thank you, I’ll take that and the OS map.”

“Are you sure you don’t want the waterproof version?” I decide it’s probably a wise 

move to take the waterproof version. 

Having acquired the maps we head back to the car and drive the six miles down the road 

to a car park overlooking Thirlmere. We change our shoes for walking boots, put on our back 

packs, and, after a short dispute about the correct path to take, head north along the shore of the 

reservoir. The path is lined with ferns and I can see across the reservoir to the hills on the other 

side. They are covered with regimented fir trees, though the trees have been felled in parts, 

leaving the landscape with small bald patches. After walking a short distance we drop down off 

the  path to the shore edge. There are some old rusty rails and chains running down into the 

water. I look at the OS map, we are near the site of a former quarry, which might explain these 

rusting remnants. There is a lone canoeist in a bright red canoe on the water and I can see why 

he’d rather be here than on Windermere or one of the other popular lakes. He is the only thing 

moving, besides the water itself. Thirlmere – judging by the lack of information at the tourist 

information centre, and the lack of people on the path – doesn’t seem to be a huge tourist 

attraction. This is nothing new, however. Daniel Defoe described it as the most frightful place in 

England and its once harsh appearance – with rocky cliffs rising abruptly out of the shallow 

waters – deterred many visitors, not least because it was so inaccessible. It did gain favour 

amongst the Romantics. Harriet Ritvo describes it as having been an ‘aesthetic litmus test’ for 

those seeking the sublime. Still, it remained largely unvisited by tourists. Its physical isolation 
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and relatively small tourist industry is part of the reason it was so easy for the Thirlmere Defence 

Association – set up to prevent the Manchester Corporation from damming Thirlmere – to 

mythologise the area, and consequently the Lake District as a whole. The TDA defended 

Thirlmere on the grounds that it was a landscape of pure, untouched natural beauty, despite the 

fact that this was far from true. The area was inhabited by farmers, whose livestock grazed hills 

and feels that had once been forested, and the surrounding mountains had long been mined for 

minerals. Ritvo calls this ‘retrospective naturalization’. It is the assimilation of something old 

into the natural landscape, and it seems we do it unconsciously. I had done it myself as I stood at 

the shore. The rusty chains didn’t jar with my perception of what is natural, unspoilt, and devoid 

of humanity, in the same way that the canoeist and his bright red, plastic canoe did. Sam points 

to the firs plantation, “Look at all those trees, they look so ugly.” He points to another hill, which 

is treeless, “I prefer that, doesn’t it look so much nicer?” Once the Corporation had won the fight 

and built the dam, trees came to symbolise the ongoing struggle. Thousands of years ago the 

Lake District was covered in forests, which were eventually cleared to make way for farming. 

The deforested landscape then became the accepted natural state, and so, when the Forestry 

Commission started planting the shores of the reservoir with pines, spruces, larches, and firs, 

there was a great deal of opposition. Today there remain those, like my friend, whose perception 

of what the Lake District should look like doesn’t incoprorate these forests, and those who have 

learnt to appreciate the landscape with them. 

Sam wanders off and I sit by the shore for a while, listening to the sound of the water gently 

washing up against the pebbles. I notice the way the waves are lapping against a larger rock that 

is sticking out of the water. As the waves hit the rock they echo back off it, forming circular 
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ripples in the water. The image reminds me of the circular ripples of the rain on the pavements 

back in Manchester. After sitting by the water for a while we head off towards the path. As we 

are walking up the pebble shore I spot what looks like a bit of blue fluff, but on closer inspection 

it turns out to be a caterpillar. It has a mustard coloured body, but it is covered in fine blue hairs, 

of about an inch in length, that stick off from its body at odd angles. I try to take a picture of it, 

but it senses danger and curls up into a ball. We carry on along the path which starts to rise and 

offers views back across the reservoir. The water is nestled in the middle of a wreath of firs, and 

the bright sunlight reflecting on its surface makes it look like a blank space, in need of colouring 

in. From our vantage point we can also see Raven Crag, which sits up above the treeline. It is 

covered with gullies and grooves that make it look like a loaf of badly sliced bread. After 

heading up and away from the reservoir and around the base of a large knoll, the path heads back 

down towards the road. 

We cross over the road and pass a flat, grassy valley in which small birds are darting in and out 

of the stone walls. We find a small spot with some picnic benches and stop to eat our 

sandwiches. As we are sat eating, a large hawk flies over head, circling above us. After lunch we 

carry on along the path, this time heading away from the reservoir. We pass the Thirlmere 

Recreation Hall, which has an “honesty box” car park. Across the road from the hall an old 

couple are tending an allotment packed with vegetables. These quaint scenes of rural life once 

again hint at the possibility of unconciously naturalising and mythologising human activity on 

the landscape. The path now starts to ascend steeply before levelling out and passing along the 

side of a fell, it is muddy – a testement to the days of rain we have managed to find a window in. 

The sun is bearing down on us now and we rather foolishly forgot to bring sun cream or spare 
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water with us. We pass a waterfall and I start snapping away with my camera, then we pass 

another and another, and yet more waterfalls, and I stop snapping so much. It is becoming clear 

why this site was chosen for the reservoir. We stop at one of the waterfalls. There are signs next 

to it, put there by North West Water, warning people not to contaminate the water. Sam says we 

could probably drink it, but I decide to give it a miss and instead plunge my arms in to the pool 

of water to try and cool down. 

Our walk passes within the foothills of Helvellyn – a name that sounds like Valhalla and so 

always makes me think of the after life – and Sam starts telling me about Striding Edge, a thin 

ridge leading from the summit of Helvellyn. The path is very narrow, with sharp drops at either 

side, and in 2008 three experienced walkers were killed when they fell from Striding Edge in bad 

weather. I have been trying to understand why it is that a landscape like the Lake District would 

be concidered gloomy and bleak compared with the relatively flat landscapes of the south, but 

Striding Edge brings home a sense of that bleakness. This is a bleak landscape because it is 

dangerous. It is a landscape that threatens to engulf us if we take a stray step. As I’m trying to 

articulate these thoughts to Sam we pass the carcass of a dead sheep, its flesh all but gone and an 

empty rib cage left to sink into the grass. 

We arrive back at the car and after re-hydrating on the water we were supposed to bring with us, 

we take another look at the OS map. It appears that there is a road going right round the reservoir 

and across the dam, so we get back into the car and head north to do the route anti-clockwise. We 

park up at a car park just beyond the dam and walk back along the quiet road. The dam is made 
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of a grey stone that has been blackened over time. Its texture mirrors the texture of the choppy 

water, and the colour of the water seems to mimic the stone. I spot the first sign of the history of 

this artificial lake. A sign has been painted on to a rock commemorating the opening of this road 

in 1894. Further along, a more official looking granite plaque, with Manchester’s coat of arms 

above it, commemorates the laying of the first stone. The city’s motto – ‘Concilio et Labore’ 

(Wisdom and Effort) – seems appropriate as I look out across the water curled up in its basket of 

hills. It is certainly a complex landscape, perhaps more so than others. It was once thought to be 

harsh and ugly, then it was sublime, and afterwards it was a picturesque representation of 

unspoilt nature. It was fought over and won by the Corporation who once more transformed it, 

and with the passing of time it has slowly been reintegrated back into the natural world. If I 

didn’t know this was a reservoir and not a natural lake, I’m not sure I would have guessed it. It is 

both a symbol of the mythical north – of the harsh, bleak, unspoilt, mountainous north – and of 

the ravages of industrialisation. It is also a body of water that was fought over along class lines. 

From the perspective of the TDA it was a battle between the greedy, rich mill owners and the 

working classes, who had a right to enjoy the unspoilt Lake District. From the perspective of the 

Manchester Corporation it was a fight between the elite upper classes who could afford to enoy 

the Lake District, and the working classes, who had a right to clean water and sanitation. Yet I 

feel able to simply enjoy the view. If anything I’m more overpowered by a feeling of vertigo. I 

can’t seem to draw my mind away from thinking about the depth of the reservoir, perhaps 

because of the ‘Warning: Deep Water’ signs everywhere. The surface of the water  makes the 

land look flat, and yet I can’t help imagining the gaping hole that would be left if all the water 

drained away. 
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I also find myself trying to imagine the journey of the rain. I imagine its birth in the wake of 

Helvellyn, the warm air pulling water droplets upwards. I imagine the views it might have across 

the mountains and lakes – the reservoirs of Thirlmere and Haweswater, and the great stretch of 

Ullswater. Beyond the moutains it might catch a glimpse of fields and the blue veins of roads 

running through them, and the yet smaller veins of stone walls. After it had fallen onto the rocky 

summit of the mountain it would carry on falling down the mountainside, each rain drop 

propelled at times by other rain drops. Eventually, it would reach the Gill, which would push and 

jostle and knock the rain droplets further down the mountain. At times it would bob along on the 

surface, and then a sudden drop would plunge it to the bottom. It might hit a hard rock or else 

brush against the soft fronds of moss. As it passes through the calmer pools it might touch the 

boot or hand of a walker. The rain’s journey down the mountain is one of constant plunges, 

followed by the calm of pools, followed by yet more plunging, until it finally reaches the 

reservoir. It might come to know the dark depths of the reservoir, or perhaps it will get caught up 

in the whirls and eddies created by a dog chasing after a stick, by a canoe, or my a darting fish. 

Eventually it will begin the two day journey, in darkness, to Manchester, before finding its way 

back out into the light and into someone’s glass of water. 

I tear myself away from the view and we carry on driving. We stop once more at another of the 

many car parks that dot the edge of the reservoir, this time at a wide stretch of pebbled shore. As 

I’m walking across it towards the water I find a bunch of plastic, red roses wedged into a rock. 

Perhaps they were put there in memory of someone who ignored the ‘No Swimming’ signs and 

drowned in the icy waters that never get above freezing. We drive on back to Keswick for a 

dinner of Cumberland sausages, mash and ale, before heading home along the slow, scenic A 
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road. As we approached Manchester it starts to rain, just as it had done when I was driving back 

from Haworth. Maybe I’m not imagining it, perhaps it does always rain when I return to 

Manchester. Perhaps it really does deserve the name ‘Rainy City’ after all. I have sought out 

other landscapes, in other rainy places, but it seems I can only trust the weather forecast when it 

comes to Manchester – if rain is forecasted, then it will rain. 

Manchester, again 

The next time I visit the city centre I’m with my friend, who is visiting from Kent. This is her 

first time in Manchester and as we walk around I point out all the sites of the city – the libraries, 

the town hall, the statues, the Roman Fort, and the Cathedral. As I walk around with her I find 

myself seeing the city through her eyes. I see past the dirty pavements, and crowds of people, to 

the grandeur of its industrial past – still evident in the large warehouses and offices towering 

over the streets – and even further back to the city’s Roman roots. I also see the weather in a new 

light. It is a day of intermittent rain and strong gusts of wind. I’ve come prepared with a raincoat, 

but my friend just has an umbrella, which keeps getting blown inside out by the wind. She curses 

the “stupid Manchester weather.” We spend a lot of time popping in and out of shops, cafés, and 

galleries to avoid the rain. Still, the city seems to have made a favourable impression on her, 

“I’ve always thought of Manchester and northern cities as grim, but it’s not grim at all. I get the 

impression that it’s quite a trendy place to live.” I don’t feel a sense of grimness either. The 

industrial buildings gleam in the sunlight, and the sky, despite the rain, is bright and clear. If the 

north is a grim, bleak, and rainy place, then this idea does have some grounding in reality. Rain 

has been a constant all summer in Manchester, and there is a sense of bleakness in the dangerous 
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mountains of the Lake District. Mostly it seems this idea of the north – this myth, which is really 

a complex of myths – is fed both by biased, external perceptions, and also, more importantly, by 

people within and without the north who have a vested interest in this mythical sense of 

northernness. I had wanted to believe in Manchester’s reputation for rain, in a solitary, grey 

Haworth, and in the bleakness of the Lake District. I still want to believe in those ideas, even 

though my journey revealed a much more intricate situation. But then, that is the nature of a 

myth. 
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